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BROMSPEC MOTOR WORKS 

A new chapter in a long history 
Many of you will know Bromspec Motor Works by name or reputation.  It was established 

originally by Jim Bromfield in Naremburn and later moved to Brookvale.  Jim was joined and later 

sold the business to Alastair Roberts then a 25-year-old ex Col Crawford BMW mechanic.  Since 

that time it has continued to earn an enviable reputation as a BMW specialist, later broadening 

itself into the Mercedes and VW/Audi marques.  Fast forward to 2020 and Alastair decided to 

make more time for his young family and sold the Bromspec business to father and son duo 

Julian and Lachlan (Locky) Donohue who took the over reins in October 2020. 

Locky is the mechanic in the family who did his apprenticeship in a small family run business in 

the lower north shore inevitably working on mostly European marques with a high percentage of 

BMWs.   

His interest in motorsport saw him join the Osbourne Motorsport team on the weekends working 

in the production sports car championship around the country and helping out other motorsport 

teams in various competitions as the opportunities arose.  His work moved to the main Lotus 

importer/dealer after 

impressing them helping 

out setting up Julian’s Lotus 

at Targa High Country. 

 

 

 

 
The new Bromspec 

owners Julian and 

Locky taking part in 

Targa High Country 
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Julian has always been a car enthusiast but 

until buying Bromspec has spent his working 

life as a corporate management consultant 

most recently as a Managing Partner for 

Customer Experience Design at a Sydney 

based consulting practice. 

The family fleet is BMW centric containing 

an M235i Convertible, a Mini Cooper S and 

a Range Rover L322 with the venerable 

M57 Diesel at its heart. 

Julian and Locky are both passionate about 

ensuring that the hard earned reputation 

that Bromspec currently enjoys is 

maintained as well as enhancing it by 

adding Locky’s motorsport and European 

marque experience to that of the existing Bromspec staff and Julian’s 

passion for bringing a new level of customer experience to the industry. 

One of the services Bromspec is adding is track day support packages 

leveraging Locky’s race team experience.  This will incorporate advice on 

car setup and support based on personalised driver preferences as well as 

coaching based on observations on the day.  Some of you may have seen a small flavour of this 

at the recent track day with Locky helping a couple of current Bromspec customers. 

Bromspec is also bringing an open experience to its day-to-day operations routinely offering to 

have the mechanic who has worked on your car discuss the repairs carried out as well as 

showing the old vs new parts fitted to the car.  

Both Julian and Locky are keen to get more involved with the club and have started by being one 

of the sponsors at the annual dinner and we will be hosting the upcoming Dyno day event, 

utilising Bromspec’s 4WD Dynamometer. 

 

 

One of Bromspec’s 

customer cars is this 

beautifully maintained 

E36 M3 in a classic 

colour. 


